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Abstract
This work presents an experimental study of MIMO channel statistics and capacity via the recently proposed virtual channel representation, which describes the channel by a finite number
of fixed virtual transmit/receive angles and delays. Our results confirm two important implications of virtual path partitioning: the virtual coefficients are approximately uncorrelated,
and there exist fundamental angle-delay dependencies which limit the degrees of freedom in
MIMO channels. The virtual channel power matrix reflects the distribution of channel power in
angle-delay domain, quantifies the spatial-frequency correlation of actual channel coefficients,
and also provides an intuitive explanation of the impact of scattering environments on capacity. The modeling accuracy of the popular Kronecker model, as well as the recently proposed
eigenbeam model, is compared to the virtual channel model. The results indicate that both the
virtual and eigenbeam models achieve good prediction accuracy, because they can model nonseparable 2D angular spectrum, while the Kronecker model results in larger prediction error
due to the restrictive structure.

1 Introduction
Recent research results have revealed tremendous capacity improvement achieved by MultipleInput-Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems [1][2] which employ antenna arrays at both sides to
create multiple parallel channels between transmitter and receiver and increase data rates without additional power or bandwidth consumption. While initial studies were based on an idealized i.i.d. channel model, recent analytical and experimental results show that the statistics
of MIMO channels, especially the correlation between antennas, have a significant impact
on channel capacity [3][5][11][17]. Moreover, MIMO systems are expected to support highdata-rate communications, which inherently requires large bandwidths and inevitably leads to
frequency-selective channels. Therefore, a better understanding of wideband MIMO channels
is critical for the design and performance prediction of MIMO systems.
Many channel models have been proposed to study the MIMO system performance and
can be basically classified as propagation-inspired and analytic models. Propagation-inspired
models [8]–[10] are aimed at describing the channel via individual physical paths. Each path is
associated with distinct transmit/receive angles, delay, doppler shift, and complex path amplitude. Although it is quite accurate, the large number of non-linear physical parameters make
propagation-inspired models difficult for theoretic analysis. Instead of modeling each individual path, analytical models are aimed at modeling the joint statistics of channel coefficients.
Initial studies assumed that the channel coefficients associated with different transmit/receive
antenna pairs are uncorrelated Gaussian random variables. This assumption corresponds to a
rich scattering environment and promises a linear capacity growth with the minimum of the
number of transmit and receive antennas [1][2]. However, recent experimental and analytical
investigations have revealed that the realistic MIMO channels show significantly lower capacity due to the correlation of channel coefficients [3][6][7][11]. To incorporate correlation, the
Kronecker model [4][3][22] has been proposed and assumes that the channel correlation is a
product of the correlations at the transmitter and receiver sides. Based on this assumption, it
models the channel matrix as a product of receive and transmit correlation matrices and an i.i.d.
Gaussian random matrix. The product correlation assumption implies a product structure on
the 2D angular power spectrum, which is usually not the case in realistic channel as exposed
by recent experimental results [17][18] as well as the results reported in this paper.
The recently proposed virtual channel representation for Uniform Linear Arrays (ULA)
[11] [12] [14] provides an intuitive and tractable representation of MIMO channel and yields
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many insights into channel statistics and capacity behavior. Virtual representation is essentially a 2D Fourier transform of the actual channel matrix, and the transformed matrix can be
modeled as an elementwise product of a virtual channel power matrix and an i.i.d. Gaussian
random matrix. Therefore, unlike the Kronecker model, the non-separable channel statistics are
preserved. Virtual channel representation can be easily extended to the time-varying frequencyselective scenario [12]. Through a 4D Fourier transform, it characterizes the channel by finite
number of uniformly spaced and fixed virtual transmit/receive angles, virtual delays, and virtual Doppler shifts. Those virtual channel coefficients are uniform samples of a smoothed
version of the 4D physical angle-delay-Doppler spectrum at a resolution determined by array
aperture, bandwidth, and signaling duration. Instead of being characterized by each individual path, the actual channel matrix is efficiently represented by the simple 4D virtual channel
power matrix with finite dimensions, which greatly simplifies the analysis and sheds light on
channel statistics and capacity behavior. To date, virtual representation model has been successively applied to capacity scaling analysis [14], channel estimation [20], and space-time code
design [19][21].
Motivated by both the virtual and Kronecker models, the eigenbeam model has been recently reported in [23][26][24]. Instead of using Fourier basis, it employs eigenbasis of transmit and receive correlation matrices as in Kronecker model to decompose the actual channel
matrix and hence is applicable to arbitrary array geometries. Similar to the virtual model, the
decomposed channel matrix is modeled as an elementwise product of an eigen-coupling matrix
and an i.i.d. Gaussian random matrix. Therefore, both virtual and eigenbeam models preserve
the non-separable channel statistics. In fact, the eigenbeam model is a generalization of the
virtual model to non-ULA’s for large number of antennas, since the Fourier basis vectors in the
virtual representation are the exact eigenfunctions of the MIMO channel matrix for ULA’s in
the limit of large number of antennas.
The contributions of this paper lie in two aspects. (1) The statistics of both the virtual
and actual channel coefficients have been experimentally investigated and interpreted via the
concept of virtual path partitioning. Their potential applications to wireless communications
have also been identified. (2) The impact of scattering environments on capacity has been
explored both analytically and experimentally. The virtual channel model is also compared to
other channel models in terms of capacity prediction accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce wideband and narrowband
virtual channel representations as well as the definitions of virtual path partitioning and virtual
channel power matrix. In Section III, we present a capacity analysis based on virtual representation and review several popular channel models for capacity prediction. In Section IV, the
measurement results are discussed based on the theory in Section II and III. Section V contains
concluding remarks.

2

Virtual Channel Representation

Consider a MIMO system with Uniform Linear Arrays (ULA) at both ends with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas. The array steering and response vectors are given by
¤T
£
aR (θR ) = 1, e−j2πθR , . . . , e−j2π(NR −1)θR .
(1)
1
The parameter θ is related to the physical angle φ as θ = dsinφ/λ = αsinφ, where λ is the
wavelength of propagation, d is the antenna spacing, and α = d/λ is the normalized antenna
¤T
£
aT (θT ) = 1, e−j2πθT , . . . , e−j2π(NT −1)θT ,

1

measured w.r.t. the array broadside
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spacing. In case of α = 0.5, there is a one-to-one mapping between θ ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] and
φ ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. For a slowly time-varying channel, the NR ×NT frequency response channel
matrix is
Npath

Hc (f ) =

X

−j2πτn f
βn aR (θR,n )aH
,
T (θT,n )e

−W/2 ≤ f ≤ W/2

(2)

n=1

where W represents the two-sided bandwidth, and Npath is the number of paths. For the nth path, βn = αn ejφn denotes the complex path amplitude with envelope αn > 0 and phase
φn ∈ [0, 2π], the path delay τn is within the delay spread [0, τDS ], and the receive and transmit
path angles θR,n and θT,n are within the angular spreads [θR− , θR+ ] and [θT − , θT + ], respectively.
For a given scattering environment, {αn }, {τn }, {θR,n }, and {θT,n } are fixed, while {φn }
randomly change for different channel realizations. In addition. the entries of Hc (f ) can be
specified as
Npaths
X
Hc (i, k, f ) =
βn e−j2π(i−1)θR,n ej2π(k−1)θT,n e−j2πτn f .
(3)
n=1

In (2), the physical paths are associated with the arbitrary receive/transmit angles and delays
distributed within the angular and delay spreads. Instead of the physical paths, the virtual
channel representation describes the channel via the virtual paths at the fixed and uniformly
spaced virtual receive/transmit angles and delays, which are defined as
eR
q−N
θeR,q =
, q = 1, . . . , NR ,
NR

eT
p−N
θeT,p =
, p = 1, . . . , NT ,
NT

l/W, l = 0, . . . , L

(4)
e
e
where NR = (NR +1)/2, NT = (NT +1)/2, and L = dW τDS e. The spacings between the virtual
angles and the virtual delays are determined by the array apertures (∆θR = 1/NR , ∆θT = 1/NT )
and the bandwidth (∆τ = 1/W ), respectively. The partial virtual channel representation w.r.t.
space is given by the spatial Fourier transform of Hc (f )
H(f ) = AH
Hc (f ) = AR H(f )AH
(5)
R Hc (f )AT ,
T
£
¤ √
£
¤ √
where AR = aR (θeR,1 ), . . . , aR (θeR,NR ) / NR and AT = aT (θeT,1 ), . . . , aT (θeT,NT ) / NT are
unitary Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrices, which transform the channel matrix from
the spatial domain to the virtual angle domain. The wideband virtual channel representation
w.r.t. frequency is defined as the element-wise Fourier series expansion of H(f ) [12]
Z W/2
L
X
l
l
1
f
j2π W
(6)
H(l) =
df, H(f ) =
H(l)e−j2π W f
H(f )e
W −W/2
l=0
which means that the channel frequency response is represented via the discrete virtual delays.
The wideband virtual channel coefficients in H(l) can be specified as
¤
£ H
¤£
Npath
Z W/2
e
X
aR (θeR,q )aR (θR,n ) aH
T (θT,n )aT (θT,p ) 1
√
√
H(q, p, l) =
ej2π(l/W −τn )f df
βn
W
N
N
R
T
−W/2
n=1
Npath

,

X

βn fNR (θR,n − θeR,q )fN∗ T (θT,n − θeT,p )sinc(W τn − l)

(7)

n=1
N −1
1
sin(πN θ)
1 X −j2πθi
,
e
= √ e−jπθ(N −1)
fN (θ) = √
sin(πθ)
N i=0
N

3

sinc(x) =

sin(πx)
.
πx

The physical meaning of H(q, p, l) is well exposed by the relation between Hc (f ) and H(l)
Hc (f ) =

L
X

AR H(l)AH
T

e

l
f
−j2π W

=

NR X
NT
L X
X

l
f
−j2π W
e
(8)
H(q, p, l)aR (θeR,q )aH
T (θT,p ) e

l=0 q=1 p=1

l=0

which is derived by combining (5) and (6) and indicates that H(q, p, l) is the amplitude of a
virtual path at the fixed angles θeR,q and θeT,p and the fixed delay l/W . Furthermore, the entries
of Hc (f ) are related to {H(q, p, l)} via the 3D DFT
NR X
NT
L X
X
l
1
e
e
Hc (i, k, f ) = √
H(q, p, l) e−j2π(i−1)θR,q ej2π(k−1)θT,p e−j2π W f .
NR NT l=0 q=1 p=1

(9)

The reason why express the channel matrix via the virtual channel coefficients {H(q, p, l)}
instead of the actual channel coefficients {Hc (i, k, f )} or the physical path parameters is because the non-vanishing H(q, p, l)’s capture the essential degrees of freedom in the channel and
hence represent the channel with the minimum number of parameters, which greatly simplifies
the channel estimation and feedback as demonstrated in the experimental results.
When W is much smaller than the channel coherence bandwidth 1/τDS , Hc (f ) is approximately the same as Hc (0), which gives the narrowband spatial-domain channel matrix
Npath

Hc = Hc (0) =

X

βn aR (θR,n )aH
T (θT,n ).

(10)

n=1

The narrowband virtual channel representation is defined as the spatial Fourier transform of
Hc [11]
H = AH
R Hc AT ,

Hc = AR HAH
T =

NR X
NT
X

e
H(q, p)aR (θeR,q )aH
T (θT,p ).

(11)

q=1 p=1

The narrowband virtual channel coefficients in H can be specified as
Npath

H(q, p) =

X

βn fNR (θR,n − θeR,q )fN∗ T (θT,n − θeT,p )

(12)

n=1

where f (·) is defined in (7). The expansion of Hc in (11) indicates that H(q, p) is the amplitude
of a narrowband virtual path at the angles θeR,q and θeT,p , and the entries of Hc are related to
{H(q, p)} via
NR X
NT
X
1
e
e
H(q, p)e−j2π(i−1)θR,q ej2π(k−1)θT,p .
Hc (i, k) = √
NR NT q=1 p=1

(13)

Furthermore, setting f = 0 in (6) reveals that each narrowband virtual channel coefficient is the
sum of the corresponding wideband virtual channel coefficients at different l’s
H = H (f = 0) =

L
X

H(l),

l=0

H(q, p) =

L
X
l=0
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H(q, p, l).

(14)

2.1 Virtual Path Partitioning
Virtual path partitioning reveals the approximately uncorrelated nature of the virtual channel
coefficients. The wideband virtual representation introduces the following sets of physical
paths
SR,q = {n : −1/(2NR ) ≤ (θR,n − θeR,q ) < 1/(2NR )}
ST,p = {n : −1/(2NT ) ≤ (θT,n − θeT,p ) < 1/(2NT )}

(15)

Sτ,l = {n : −1/(2W ) ≤ (τn − l/W ) < 1/(2W )}.
The above sets form a partition of the physical paths
[£
¤ [
©
ª
SR,q ∩ ST,p ∩ Sτ,l ,
Sq,p,l = 1, · · · , Npath .
q,p,l

(16)

q,p,l

The above path partitioning is illustrated in Fig.1, where the receive angle domain, transmit
angle domain, and delay domain are divided into NR , NT , and L intervals with centers at
{θeR,q }, {θeT,p }, and {l/W }, respectively. Those intervals partition the 3D angle-delay space
into NR NT L cuboids with equal size of N1R × N1T × W1 , and the Sq,p,l in (16) represents the
¢
¡
set of paths in the cuboid centered at θeR,q , θeT,p , l/W . With the virtual path partitioning, the
wideband virtual channel coefficient in (7) can be approximated as
Npath

H(q, p, l) ≈

X
n=1

=

ih
i
h
ih
βn fNR (0) 1(n∈SR,q ) fN∗ T (0) 1(n∈ST,p ) sinc(0) 1(n∈Sτ,l )

X

βn fNR (0)fN∗ T (0)sinc(0)

=

X

βn

p

(17)
NR NT

n∈Sq,p,l

n∈Sq,p,l

where 1(·) denotes the binary indicator function. The above approximation is due to the peakiness of fN (θ) and sinc(W τ ) around the origin and reveals the approximately uncorrelated
nature of {H(q, p, l)} [11, 12], since each H(q, p, l) is contributed by the paths in a distinct set
Sq,p,l .
In the narrowband case, the physical paths are not resolvable in the delay domain and hence
are only partitioned in the angular domain
[£
[
¤ [
©
ª
SR,q ∩ ST,p ,
Sq,p = 1, · · · , Npath ,
Sq,p =
Sq,p,l .
(18)
q,p

q,p

l

The above partition means that the 2D angular domain is divided into NR NT rectangles
with
¡
1
1
e
e
equal size of NR×NT , and Sq,p represents the set of paths in the rectangle centered at θR,q , θT,p ).
Similarly, the narrowband virtual channel coefficient in (12) can be approximated as
Npath

H(q, p) ≈

X
n=1

h
ih
i
X
p
βn fNR (0) 1(n∈SR,q ) fN∗ T (0) 1(n∈ST,p ) =
βn NR NT

(19)

n∈Sq,p

which implies that {H(q, p)} are approximately uncorrelated, since each H(q, p) is contributed
by the paths in a distinct set Sq,p .

5

Figure 1: Illustration of wideband virtual path partitioning. The receive angle domain, transmit
angle domain, and delay domain are divided into NR , NT , and L intervals, which partition the
3D angle-delay space into NR NT L cuboids with equal size of N1R × N1T × W1 . The physical paths
in the 3D space are partitioned into each individual cuboid.

2.2 Virtual Channel Power Matrix
The entries of the NR × NT wideband virtual channel power matrix M(l) are defined as
X
£
¤
M (q, p, l) = E |H(q, p, l)|2 ≈
αn2 NR NT
(20)
n∈Sq,p,l

which means that M (q, p, l) is the power of the associated virtual path and is contributed by the
total power of the physical paths in Sq,p,l . Intuitively, M(l) reflects the angular power distribution of the virtual paths at the l-th virtual delay. Due to the approximately uncorrelated nature
of {H(q, p, l)}, the space-frequency correlation of the actual channel coefficients {Hc (i, k, f )}
specified in (3) and (9) is
E

£

Hc (i, k, f )Hc∗ (i0 , k 0 , f 0 )

¤

Npaths

=

X

0

0

0

αn2 e−j2π(i−i )θR,n ej2π(k−k )θT,n e−j2π(f −f )τn

(21)

n=1
NT
L NR X
1 XX
0 e
0 e
0
≈
M (q, p, l) e−j2π(i−i )θR,q ej2π(k−k )θT,p e−j2π(f −f )l/W
NR NT l=0 q=1 p=1

(22)

which implies that for ULA’s, {Hc (i, k, f )} form a 3D stationary process whose correlation
is determined by {M (q, p, l)}, which serve as a 3D power spectrum in the virtual angle-delay
domain.
Similarly, the entries of the NR × NT narrowband virtual channel power matrix M are
defined as
X
£
¤
M (q, p) = E |H(q, p)|2 ≈
αn2 NR NT
(23)
n∈Sq,p

which indicates that M (q, p) is the power of a narrowband virtual path at the angles θeR,q and
θeT,p and, hence, M reflects the angular power distribution of the narrowband virtual paths.
Since {H(q, p)} are approximately uncorrelated, the spatial correlation of {Hc (i, k)} in (13)
6

can be approximated as
E

£

¤

Hc (i, k)Hc∗ (i0 , k 0 )

NR X
NT
1 X
0 e
0 e
≈
M (q, p) e−j2π(i−i )θR,q ej2π(k−k )θT,p
NR NT q=1 p=1

(24)

which implies that {Hc (i, k)} form a 2D stationary process whose correlation is determined by
the 2D angular power spectrum {M (q, p)}.

3

Capacity Analysis and Prediction

3.1 Capacity of Different Scattering Environments
Due to the space limit, we only focus on the narrowband ergodic capacity [1]
¯
¯¤
¯
¯¤
£
£
¯ = max E log ¯IN + HΛHH ¯
CN B = max E log ¯IN + Hc QHH
c
tr(Q)≤ρ

2

R

tr(Λ)≤ρ

2

R

bps/Hz (25)

where Q is the NT × NT input covariance matrix in the spatial domain, Λ = AH
T QAT is
the input covariance matrix in the virtual angle domain, and the transmit SNR ρ is the ratio
of the total transmit power to the noise power per receive antenna. The following analysis
provides insights into the impact of scattering environments on CN B . To investigate CN B ,
we need to specify the optimum virtual input Λo , which in general has to be numerically
computed via optimization routines. However, by maximizing a capacity upper bound, we can
get a closed-form suboptimum solution, which has similar behavior as Λo . It has been shown
in [13][26] that Λo is diagonal for uncorrelated virtual coefficients. Therefore, we choose
Λ = diag(λ1 , . . . , λNT ), and the term to be maximized in (25) can be upper bounded by
Ã
!
NT
NR
X
X
¯
¯
¯
¯
£
¤
£
¤
log 1 + λp
M (q, p)
E log ¯IN + HΛHH ¯ ≤ log ¯IN + Λ1/2 E HH H Λ1/2 ¯ ≤
2

R

2

2

T

p=1

q=1

where the first inequality results from the identity |I + AB| = |I + BA| and the Jensen’s
inequality, and the Hadamard inequality is applied at the second step with M (q, p) defined in
(23). By maximizing the last term of the above expression, we get a suboptimum virtual input
Λs whose diagonal entries are given by the standard waterfilling solution [25]
Ã
!+
1
λs,p = µ − PNR
, p = 1, · · · , NT
(26)
M
(q,
p)
q=1
P T
where (x)+ = max(x, 0) and µ is selected so that N
p=1 λs,p = ρ. The above solution suggests
that as ρ → 0, all power will be allocated to the strongest transmit virtual angle whose index
ρ→0
is denoted as p∗ . Accordingly, Λs −→ ρΣ(p∗ ) where the NT × NT Σ(p∗ ) has one at the p∗ -th
diagonal entry and zero at other positions. However, as ρ → ∞, (26) will equally allocate
ρ→∞
power to all non-vanishing transmit
angles. Therefore, Λs −→ (ρ/NT )INT if all transPvirtual
R
mit angles are non-vanishing, i.e. N
q=1 M (q, p) > 0 for all p’s, which is usually the case in the
measurement. According to the experimental results, Λs almost achieves the same capacity as
Λo under various measurement scenarios and SNRs. Therefore, one could interpret the behavior of CN B via the expression of Λs . After substituting Λs into (25) and using its asymptotical

7

results, we can show that at low and high SNRs, CN B will be
Ã
!
NR
X
£
¡
¢¤
ρ→0
CN B −→ C0 = E log2 1 + ρ k h(p∗ ) k2F ≤ log2 1 + ρ
M (q, p∗ ) , C̄0
q=1

¯¸
¯
¯
¯
ρ
H
= E log2 ¯¯INR +
HH ¯¯ ≤ min(BT , BR ) , C̄∞
NT
·

ρ→∞

CN B −→ C∞

(27)

where h(p∗ ) denotes the p∗ -th column of H, and the Jensen’s inequality is applied to get the
upperbound of C0 . Both BT and BR are the upperbounds of C∞ and are specified below
"N
Ã
!#
Ã
!
NT
NR
NT
R
X
X
X
ρ X
ρ
C∞ ≤ E
log2 1 +
|H(q, p)|2
≤
log2 1 +
M (q, p) , BR
N
N
T
T
q=1
p=1
q=1
p=1
Ã
!
¯¸ X
¯
·
NT
N
R
¯
ρ H ¯¯
ρ X
log2 1 +
C∞ = E log2 ¯¯INT +
H H¯ ≤
M (q, p) , BT
(28)
NT
NT q=1
p=1
where the Hadamard and Jensen’s inequalities are applied sequentially to get the bounds.
As introduced earlier, M represents the 2D angular power spectrum, which
determined
PisP
by the physical scattering environments. Suppose the total channel power q p M (q, p)
is fixed, the question is how will the distribution of {M (q, p)} affect CN B ? The bounds in
(27) provide insights into this problem. At the low SNR, it is easy to see that the optimum
M maximizing C̄0 has all the non-vanishing entries distributed in the p∗ -th column. This is
because the water-filling power allocation only excites the strongest transmit virtual angle and,
hence, the best channel would focus all the channel power on the corresponding column of M.
At the high SNR, BR and BT in (28) can be approximated as
Ãµ
"N
#!
Ãµ
"N
#!
¶NR Y
¶NT Y
NR X
NT X
T
R
ρ
ρ
BR ≈ log2
M (q, p)
, BT ≈ log2
M (q, p)
.
NT
NT
q=1 p=1
p=1 q=1
According
geometric means, BR and BT are maximized
PNT to the inequality of arithmetic andP
R
when p=1 M (q, p) is the same for all q and N
q=1 M (q, p) is the same for all p. Therefore,
the upper bound C̄∞ will be maximized if both conditions are satisfied. The corresponding
M can be an equal-value matrix or a diagonal matrix with equal value in the main diagonal.
Intuitively, the best channel at the high SNR will make all the receive and transmit angles
non-vanishing to maximize the multiplexing gain, which is reflected by the rank of H.

3.2 Capacity Prediction by Different Channel Models
In this section, we review several popular narrowband channel models and describe the inherent relationship among them. Their capacity-prediction performance is compared in Section
IV-F. The narrowband virtual channel model synthesizes the spatial-domain channel matrix Hc
according to
√
b vir = AR ( M ¯ G)AH
H
(29)
T
where the NR×NT matrix
pG consists of i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries with zero mean and unit
variance, while ¯ and (·) represent the element-wise product and square root. By varying
the values of the entries in M, one can easily simulate different scattering environments. The
Kronecker channel model [4][3][22] synthesizes Hc according to
b Kron = R1/2 GR1/2
H
R
T
8

(30)

H
where RR = E[Hc HH
c ] and RT = E[Hc Hc ] represent the receive and transmit correlation
matrices, respectively. The Kronecker model assumes that the spatial correlation is a product
of the transmit and receive correlations and therefore imposes a product structure on the 2D
angular spectrum, as elaborated in the measurement results. Motivated by both the virtual
model and the Kronecker model, the recently proposed eigenbeam model [23][26] transforms
Hc with the eigenbasis
Heig = UH
(31)
R Hc UT

where UR and UT consist of the orthonormal eigenvectors of RR and RT , respectively. Next,
the eigenmode coupling matrix Ω is formed with Ω(q, p) = E[|Heig (q, p)|2 ], and the synthesized Hc is
√
b eig = UR ( Ω ¯ G)UH .
(32)
H
T
To reveal the inherent relationship among the three channel models, we rewrite (30) as
b Kron = UR D1/2 UH GUT D1/2 UH , UR (D1/2 G0 D1/2 )UH
H
R
T
T
R
T
R
T

(33)

where the diagonal matrices DR and DT contain the eigenvalues of RR and RT , and G0 is a
unitary transform of the i.i.d. matrix G and hence is also an i.i.d. matrix. Comparing (29),
(32), and (33), we observe that the Kronecker model essentially assumes separable2 spectrum,
while both the virtual and eigenbeam models assume non-separable spectrum. On the other
hand, the virtual model is only applicable to ULA’s, while both the Kronecker and eigenbeam
models are also applicable to non-ULA’s due to the use of transmit and receive eigenbasis. In
fact, the eigenbeam model is motivated by both the virtual and Kronecker models and can be
regarded as a generalization of the virtual model to non-ULA’s in the limit of large number of
antennas, since the eigenbasis will converge to the Fourier basis.

4

Measurement Results

4.1 Measurement Setup and Channel Normalization
The measurement was conducted at the third floor of the Institute of Communications and Radio Frequency Engineering at Vienna University of Technology, Austria. Fig.2 shows the partial floor plan. The transmitter was fixed in the corridor. A monopole antenna was mounted on a
2D positioning table and was moved to 20 x-coordinates and 10 y-coordinates on a rectangular
grid with λ/2 spacing. The receiver employs a λ/2 spaced 8-element ULA and was placed at
different positions with 3 different broadside directions D1-D3. Each combination of receiver
position and direction corresponds to a measurement scenario. The total measurement bandwidth was W = 120MHz at a center frequency of 5.2GHz. Within the bandwidth, the MIMO
channel matrix is measured at NF = 193 equidistant frequencies with spacing ∆f = 0.62MHz.
For each scenario at a particular frequency f , the receive ULA recorded the channel vector for
each of 200 transmitter monopole positions. 8 adjacent transmitter positions in the x direction
were further selected to form a 8-element virtual TX array and, hence, the 200 measured channel vectors provide 130 8 × 8 Hc (f ) realizations. Detailed measurement setup is reported in
[16][17].
In the wideband case, eachP
measured Hc (f ) realization is approximated by a piece-wise
NF
constant function: Hc (f ) =
m=1 Hc (fm )I[fm −∆f /2,fm +∆f /2) , where I[a,b) is the function
with 1 in [a, b) and 0 elsewhere, fm = (m − (NF + 1)/2) ∆f denotes the m-th frequency, and
2

1/2

1/2

which means that the variance of each entry in DR G0 DT

9

has a product form.

Figure 2: Floor plan of the corridor and office rooms.
R W/2 n £
NF ∆f = W . The Hc (f ) realizations are further normalized according to W1 −W/2 E tr Hc (f )
¤o
(f
)
df = NR NT , where NR = NT = 8 for this measurement. In the narrowband case, the
HH
c
n £
¤o
H
=
Hc realizations measured at the central frequency are normalized based on E tr Hc Hc
NR NT , which is also applied to the channel realizations synthesized by the channel models in
Section III-B.
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Figure 3: Contour plot of wideband virtual channel power matrix M(l). (a) l = 2. (b) l = 7.

4.2 Angle-Delay Dependencies
In the wideband situation, (8) indicates that the channel can be represented by the virtual
paths at the fixed virtual angles and delays with the amplitudes {H(q, p, l)} and the powers
{M (q, p, l)}. In fact, the wideband virtual channel power matrix M(l) in (20) represents the
angular power spectrum conditioned on the l-th virtual delay, and the dominant M (q, p, l)’s
expose the positions of the dominant virtual paths. For instance, the contour plot of the M(2)
measured at RX24D1 is shown in Fig.3 (a), where the dominant entry M (4, 3, 2) represents
a dominant virtual path propagating from the 3rd transmit virtual angle to the 4th receive virtual angle at the 2nd virtual delay. The propagation geometry is also depicted in Fig.2, where
the eight physical angles corresponding to their virtual counterparts are marked at both sides.
In the narrowband situation, (11) implies that the channel can be represented by the narrowband virtual paths at the fixed virtual angles with the amplitudes {H(q, p)} and the powers
{M (q, p)}. It can be shown via (14) that the narrowband virtual channel power matrix M in
(23) is the sum of M(l) at different l’s, since the narrowband virtual paths are not resolvable in
the delay domain. The measured M at RX24D1 is illustrated in Fig.4, where the 4 dominant
entries represent the 4 dominant narrowband virtual paths at the 4 distinct angular positions.
One important observation revealed by the experimental results is the angle-delay dependencies, which state that the conditional angular spectrum M(l) varies with the virtual delay
index l. This can be seen from Fig.3, where the measured M(2) and M(7) at RX24D1 exhibit
different patterns. Moreover, by comparing Fig.3 with Fig.4, one can observe that the dominant entries in each M(l) have a smaller angular spread than those in the narrowband angular
spectrum M. This implies that the dominant entries in {M(l), l = 0, . . . , L} have a sparser
distribution than those in M.
An application of the sparse distribution is the low-rank approximation of the channel maF
trix. The measured channel matrices in the space-frequency domain are denoted as {Hc (fm )}N
m=1 ,
which can be represented by the NR NT NF = 8×8×193 = 12352 space-frequency channel coefficients or by the physical path parameters whose number is in the order of Npath , as shown in (2).
In the virtual domain, the experimental results indicate that 95% of the total channel power3
is contributed by the powers of 331 H(q, p, l)’s. It means that the channel can be efficiently
represented by the 331 virtual channel coefficients via (8) instead of the 12352 actual channel
3

The sum of all M (q, p, l)’s.
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Figure 4: Contour plot of narrowband virtual channel power matrix M.

coefficients or the large number4 of physical path parameters. The low-rank approximation
can simplify the channel feedback in wireless communications. Meanwhile, it also simplifies the channel estimation, since {H(q, p, l)} can be easily obtained from {Hc (fm )} via the
Fourier transform, while the estimation of physical path parameters is in general challenging
in practice, especially when Npath is large.

4.3 Statistics of Virtual Channel Coefficients
The correlation matrix for the wideband virtual channel coefficients is defined as R = E[hhH ]
with the vector h comprising the NR NT L elements in {H(q, p, l)}. The experimental results
show that R is approximately diagonal. Specifically, let Rdiag be the diagonal matrix containing
the diagonal entries of R. The normalized mean square error k R−Rdiag k2F / k R k2F measured
at different sites is found to be between 0.018 and 0.031, which shows a good match of them.
The approximate diagonal structure implies that {H(q, p, l)} are approximately uncorrelated.
This can be understood via the virtual path partitioning in (17), which indicates that each
H(q, p, l) is contributed by the paths in a distinct set Sq,p,l . Similarly, the correlation matrix
H
for the narrowband virtual channel coefficients is defined as R̄ = E[h̄h̄ ] with h̄ comprising
the NR NT elements in {H(q, p)}. The experimental results show that R̄ is also approximately
diagonal with the measured k R̄−R̄diag k2F / k R̄ k2F varying from 0.02 to 0.037. The contour plot
of the R̄ measured at RX24D1 is illustrated in Fig.5, where the 4 dominant diagonal entries
represent the powers of the 4 dominant narrowband virtual paths.
We next investigate the marginal statistics of individual virtual channel coefficients. The
experimental results show that the virtual channel coefficients have zero mean but may not
have Gaussian distribution. The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for the real part of
H(7, 8, 7) measured at Rx24D1 is plotted in Fig.6, where the CDF obviously deviates from the
Gaussian distribution. It can be seen from (17) that H(q, p, l) is contributed by the physical
paths in Sq,p,l , whose number may not be large enough to make the distribution close to be5
Gaussian. In fact, the distribution of H(7, 8, 7) matches that of the sum of two physical paths
X = Cejφ1 +0.2Cejφ2 , where φl is the random path phase and the constant path amplitude C
which should be greater than 331, since each non-vanishing H(q, p, l) is contributed by physical paths in
Sq,p,l in (17).
5
According to the central limit theorem, the Gaussian distribution would be accurate if the number of paths is
large.
4
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is chosen to equalize the powers of X and H(7, 8, 7). Furthermore, the experimental results
indicate that H(q, p) is more Gaussian than the corresponding H(q, p, l), since H(q, p) is contributed by more paths due to the lack of resolvability in the delay domain. As an application,
the non-Gaussian distribution can be exploited to generate more accurate error probability formulae for antenna diversity systems, since {H(q, p, l)} represent the amplitudes of resolvable
paths in the angle-delay domain, whose statistics determine the diversity performance.

4.4 Space-Frequency Correlation
The space-frequency correlation matrix is defined as RSF = E[hhH ] with h comprising the
F
NR NT NF actual channel coefficients in {Hc (fm )}N
m=1 . The experimental results show that
RSF is fundamentally determined by {M (q, p, l)}, which represents the 3D power spectrum in
b SF
the virtual angle-delay domain. Specifically, we define the estimated correlation matrix R
by replacing each entry in RSF with the value approximated by {M (q, p, l)} via (22). The
b SF k2 / k RSF k2 measured at different sites is
normalized mean square error k RSF − R
F
F
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Figure 7: Capacity comparison of 3 typical scattering environments: RX24D3, RX22D2, and
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found to be between 0.023 to 0.041, which shows a good match of the two. It means that the
space-frequency correlation can be efficiently represented by the non-vanishing M (q, p, l)’s,
whose number is much smaller6 than the number of elements in RSF and that of physical path
parameters.

4.5 Capacity of Different Scattering Environments
As introduced earlier, the narrowband virtual channel power matrix M serves as the 2D angular power spectrum, which
is determined by the physical scattering environments. Suppose
P P
the total channel power q p M (q, p) is fixed, the analysis in Section III-A indicates that
at low SNR, the M maximizing the capacity upper bound has all the non-vanishing entries
distributed in one column, while at high SNR, the upper bound is maximized when the entries
of M have equal value. Those insights can explain the capacity behavior under different scattering environments. The narrowband capacity is computed via (25) for 3 typical measurement
scenarios: RX24D1, RX24D3, and RX22D2. The M of RX24D1 has 4 dominant entries, as
shown in Fig.4. The M of RX24D3 has a unique dominant entry M (3, 3) corresponding to a
spiky angular spectrum. For RX22D2, the entry values of M have the least variance among
the three, which leads to a rather flat spectrum. It can be observed from Fig.7 that at low SNR,
the capacity is maximized by RX24D3, whose channel power is mainly concentrated in the
3rd column, while at high SNR, the capacity is maximized by RX22D2, which has the flattest
spectrum. For RX24D1, the angular spectrum is smoother than RX24D3 but is more peaky
than RX22D2 and, therefore, its capacity is sandwiched by the other two. This result suggests
that a sparse M will favor the capacity at low SNR, while a smooth M will benefit the capacity
at high SNR.
Note that the number of non-vanishing M (q, p, l)’s is at most NT NR L, the number of elements in RSF is
2
(NT NR NF ) with NF much greater than L in general, and the number of physical path parameters is greater
than that of non-vanishing M (q, p, l)’s, as discussed earlier.
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4.6 Capacity Prediction by Different Channel Models
In general, representing the realistic MIMO channels through a simple mathematical model
is a challenging task due to the complicated channel statistics. In this subsection, the virtual
channel model is compared to other models introduced in Section III-B with the narrowband
capacity CN B as the performance index. In Fig.8, CN B predicted by different models is plotted
against the measured value for all 72 measurement scenarios. For each model, the synthesized
channel realizations are used in (25) to compute CN B . Each data point in the figure corresponds
to a specific model and a specific scenario. The solid line7 represents the CN B computed with
the measured data. It can be observed that both the Kronecker and eigenbeam models in (30)
and (32) always underestimate CN B , while the virtual model in (29) usually generates a higher
prediction. To numerically evaluate the performance, we compute the normalized mean square
b k2 / k C k2 , where C and C
b represent
error for each model which is defined as k C − C
F
F
the 72×1 measured and predicted capacity vectors. The mean square error is 0.0035 for both
the virtual and eigenbeam models and is 0.0072 for the Kronecker model. Therefore, both the
virtual and eigenbeam models in general give better prediction than the Kronecker model.
As for the Kronecker model, the spatial correlation
is modeled as¤ the product
of the corre-¤
£
£
0
∗ 0
sponding
receive and
transmit correlations [4]: E Hc (i, k)Hc (i , k ) = E Hc (i, k)Hc∗ (i0 , k)
£
¤
E H(i, k)H ∗ (i, k 0 ) . According to (24), this implies that each entry of the virtual channel power matrix should have a product form: M (q, p) = MR (q)MT (p), and the receive
and transmit correlations are determined by the vectors M R = [MR (1), . . . , MR (NR )]T and
M T = [MT (1), . . . , MT (NT )]T , respectively. The corresponding M has a separable structure:
M = M R M TT . The measured M indicates that it is usually not the case. For instance, if the
M in Fig.4 has a separable structure, there should have 9 dominant entries at the intersections
of the 3 dominant transmit and receive virtual angles. The outer-product structure imposed on
M could account for the relatively large prediction error of the Kronecker model. This point is
The measured capacity points are first plotted against themselves and hence are distributed on a 45◦ line.
They are further connected to be a solid line, which can be better distinguished from the predicted capacity points.
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basically consistent with the results in [17][18].
The smaller errors of the virtual and eigenbeam models are due to the modeling of nonseparable spectrum. Specifically, M and Ω in (32) are not assumed to be separable. The
accuracy of the virtual model is mainly limited by the residual correlation among the virtual
channel coefficients due to the non-vanishing side lobes of the Fourier beams. The accuracy of
the eigenbeam model is mainly limited by its assumption. To describe it, we express the spatialdomain channel matrix as Hc = [h1 , · · · , hNT ] = [g 1 , · · · , g NR ]H where hk and g H
i denote the
0
k-th column and i-th row of Hc , respectively. We further define UR (k, k ) and UT (i, i0 ) as the
H
matrices containing the orthonormal eigenvectors of E[hk hH
k0 ] and E[g i g i0 ] respectively. It has
been shown in [24] that the entries of Heig in (31) will be uncorrelated if UR (k, k 0 ) = UR and
UT (i, i0 ) = UT regardless of the indices {k, k 0 } and {i, i0 }. To investigate this assumption, we
compare UR (k, k 0 ) with UR and define the error as k UR (k, k 0 )−UR k2F / k UR k2F averaged
over all (k, k 0 ). The error is found to be 1.71 and the error corresponding to UT is 1.91.
Therefore, the modeling error might be due to the mismatch of the eigenbasis, which impairs
the assumption of uncorrelated Heig entries.
Compared to the eigenbeam model, the virtual model has low modeling complexity. To
characterize the channel statistics, the eigenbeam model needs Ω, UR , and UT , while the
virtual model only needs M due to the use of fixed Fourier basis. This will favor the design of
wireless systems, which require the feedback of channel statistics, since the feedback cost will
be reduced by only transmitting M.

5 Conclusions
This work presents an experimental study of MIMO channel statistics and capacity via the
virtual channel representation, which describes the channel via the virtual paths at fixed virtual
angles and delays. Detailed results are summarized below.
• Angle-delay dependencies: The conditional angular power spectrum represented by
M(l) varies with the virtual delay index l, and the dominant entries in each M(l) have a
smaller angular spread than those in the narrowband angular spectrum M. The smaller
angular spread implies a sparse distribution of essential degrees of freedom in the virtual
angle-delay domain, which can be exploited for an efficient low-rank approximation of
the actual channel matrix.
• Statistics of virtual channel coefficients: Both the narrowband and wideband virtual
channel coefficients are approximately uncorrelated, since each virtual coefficient is
contributed by a distinct set of physical paths according to (17) and (19). The virtual
coefficients may have non-Gaussian marginal statistics due to the contribution of a finite
number of physical paths.
F
• Space-frequency correlation: The actual channel coefficients in {Hc (fm )}N
m=1 form a
3D space-frequency stationary process whose correlation can be efficiently represented
by {M(l)}Ll=0 , which serve as a 3D power spectrum in the virtual angle-delay domain.
• Capacity of different scattering environments: In the narrowband case, the scattering
environment whose M has all the non-vanishing entries distributed in one column will
favor the capacity at low SNR, while the environment with a smooth M will benefit the
capacity at high SNR.
• Capacity prediction by different channel models: Both the virtual and eigenbeam
models achieve good capacity-prediction accuracy due to the modeling of non-separable
16

spectrum, while the Kronecker model imposes an outer-product structure on M and
hence results in a larger prediction error.
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